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A New Normal 

Since our last council meeting in February, a lot has changed for the Montana Synod. A lot! Starting 
in March, after my return from the COB, Covid-19 struck our country and state and I went into self-
quarantine. Not long after, as the virus spread, the office closed, the staff worked from home and 
congregations shut their doors for in-person gathering. Even now as the state and country open up, 
gradually entering phase 2 of the governor’s plan for reopening, we can see that a new normal is coming 
for the synod and its ministries,  and in some ways has already arrived. 

Fortunately, being elected as bishop only 1 year and 5 days ago, I don’t know what normal really is 
for the synod. And that is fortunate because at least for me, I have no “we’ve always done it that way” to 
cling to. My time as a transition pastor prepared me well for life and for ministry during change, 
transition, and transformation and that recognition gives me strength on the hard days, comfort on the 
sad days, passion on the exciting days, and courage on the frightening days.  

And there have been all of the above. As my brother said to me this week, “you picked a bad time to 
be bishop.” I reminded him that this wasn’t my choice and that the Spirit of God is getting me through it 
all. But I also said, at least to myself, that this time isn’t so much “bad” as it is “difficult” for as we see 
on the news and experience in our day-to-day realities, “times they are a changing.” And hopefully for 
the better, though it is often hard to see the better through the dim glass of suffering, death, chaos, 
division and despair to the good news of new life in Christ. 

But I trust deeply in that new life that comes to us in the resurrection of Christ. It does not just come 
to us in some heaven in future time. It comes to us now, even today in the acts of love, kindness, 
compassion and justice around us, in the unpredictable and uncontrollable Spirit transforming us and the 
Church, in the Word of God the comes down and never returns empty. Only in trusting in the new life 
of Christ can we as a Church and a synod move beyond the change, through the transition and 
into the transformation that God wants for us. Only in faith, hope and love can we take the 
faithful risks necessary to be the Montana/NWY synod together as followers of Christ.  

And faithful, wise, occasionally dangerous risk-taking we must do. I believe that was the “platform” 
I ended up standing on during my election and I haven’t let that go. Because I can’t…not anymore. Too 
much has changed and we have entered the new normal having no idea what that is. 
 
State of the Synod 

What is the state of the synod in this time of change? Transitioning. Moving. Wondering. 
Praying...lots Innovating. Exploring. Lamenting. Changing. Change is something that happens to us, 
something we can’t control or even predict. We couldn’t control the emergence and arrival of Covid-19 
and its consequences. We couldn’t control the knee of the police officer in Minneapolis choking George 
Floyd and the consequences that erupted. Those with eyes to notice might have predicted some things 
but change still happens to us, usually without our choice.  

Transition, though. That is something we have some control over. We can decide how to transition, 
which direction we want to go, which core values and central beliefs will guide us. We can choose to 
follow Christ on his path or we can choose other voices. We have choices. The question is do we have 
the courage, hope, and trust to take the risks we need to and step into the unknown with Jesus?  

I believe so. And when we transition together, in the direction Christ leads us, the Spirit will 



transform us into a new creation. Not perfect. Not sinless. Not in this world. But new, with the Spirit’s 
new love and life empowering us. And glimpses of this “new life normal” can already be seen if we’re 
willing to look and notice. 

Let’s start with the staff. When I was elected, I asked each of the staff except Susan (who was 
ready to retire) to stay on for at least one year. This was to see how well we could work together as a 
team. I am happy to report that not only have we survived this time of ongoing change as a team, we 
have excelled at it. With addition of Candi, our office manager, we have moved through this time not in 
a confused muddle but with purpose, hope and direction. We still don’t know our destination, but we’re 
excited to be on the journey together.  

This is why I have not waited the full year but have asked Pastor Jason Asselstine as associate to the 
bishop, Pastor Peggy Paugh Leuzinger as director of evangelical mission, and Colter McCarty as “new” 
director of technology and communications to stay on in their positions. Jenny too will remain as NRIT 
director. Also, Candi is working out very well as office manager, picking up the job with a quickness we 
could have only hoped for. All of these people, I believe, are called to be in the job and vocation they are 
in right now for God’s purpose during this time of change; they are the right people for the transition we 
are in, each bringing their special gifts to the synod staff team.  

Regarding staff and office activities, the office is now open to normal hours. The staff is limited to 
necessary travel in state and no out of state travel for work until the end of June at which time we will 
revisit. Not only do we not want to get Covid, neither do we want be carriers back and forth. So we’re 
keeping travel to a minimum. But we’re all back in the office.  

Pastors and Congregations. Again the new normal makes itself visible. You wouldn’t expect that 
being restricted to home would have led to the synod staff and congregations being more connected than 
when we could travel the synod but in many ways it has. Through Zoom gatherings, phone 
conversations, worship services, and other regular communications from the synod, we have had more 
contact with pastors and congregations than ever before. Also, because our staff travel to out of synod 
events has stopped for now and for awhile, this has allowed us to focus on the state of the synod – in the 
moment and for the future – in ways that we haven’t been able to when we’re all going in different 
directions.  

However, at the same time, I am aware that our pastors, leaders and congregations are weary. They 
are tired of staying at home and now getting tired of all the measures put in place to do worship in 
person. The thrill of the new normal is wearing off and many want to go back to what was. Part of the 
role of the synod staff will be supporting, encouraging, and empowering pastors, leaders and 
congregations to keep moving, one step at a time, into what God has in store for the Church of the 
future. This change was already happening in the Church; Covid just forced it into turbo mode and that 
is exhausting. So through various faith formation, spiritual, technological, emotional, other guidance, the 
synod staff will provide support going through this transition. But it will not be a smooth ride. 

Synod Ministry Partners. During this time, I’ve been able to stay in contact with many of our 
ministry partners. While a more in-depth description of each partner’s situation isn’t possible here I will 
offer these reflections based on what I’ve heard. FLBC has chosen to go with a small retreat style camp 
experience this summer. This plus all the events cancelled this spring will affect their finances deeply. 
However, hosting regular youth camp would not have helped much financially given the low 
registrations. Christekon is having a more “normal” camp experience available this summer and due to 
the nature of their operations, won’t suffer as deeply as FLBC. Hetzel took a bit of a hit to its 
investments in the downturn in March but is recovering as the market recovers. They were able to give 
out $40,000 in elderly and youth grants this spring to congregations and ministries around the synod.  

St. John’s Family ministries and its umbrella St. John’s United has taken a hit financially because of 



Covid but they are managing their way through it okay, using grants, gifts, and government resources to 
be a care provider in response to the virus for the Billings area. David Trost sent me an email indicating 
that due to the financial realities the synod will probably experience, SJFS is only expecting 50% of our 
normal financial support this year and asked that we share the rest with other ministries more in need. 
Also, SJFS offered one free counselling sessions to our pastoral leaders in need of psychological support 
with the option of continuing through insurance. They are a blessing to the MT Synod. 

Our Saviour’s on Rocky Boys reservation is a shining light in the midst of some of the shadow. I 
sought out and received a newly graduated pastoral candidate whom I believe to be just right for the 
ministry there. I also negotiated a larger grant to pay their salary should that person be called. The 
candidate and congregation are in the process of setting up interviews and hopefully a positive decision 
will be made by the end of June with the new pastor starting in August. Yeah! 

In relation to our companion synods, Jason has stayed in somewhat regular email touch with Adam 
of the Cape Orange Diocese about their Covid experience which is similar to ours, though with greater 
numbers of infected and with winter and other winter illnesses coming on. Also, I had the opportunity to 
meet with Pastor Presidente German of the IELB and in the conversation, he indicated the great effect 
Covid and required quarantine was having on hunger in Bolivia. I offered to hold a fundraiser in the MT 
Synod and asked Jessica Crist to spearhead that. To date we’ve received over $12,000 for hunger and 
medical relief in Bolivia, $10,200 of which has already been sent. (They only requested $3500) 

Spirit of Life, Freedom in Christ -- Peggy 
Adaptive Leadership. One way the synod staff will be working to provide guidance and support to 

congregations and leaders will be through training and formation in adaptive leadership and innovative 
ministry in transition. I’ve already spoken about this my presentation. 

Spiritual Leadership Grant from CAL Lutheran. As you may remember, the synod received part 
of a grant to do some leadership training for some of our pastors in the synod. That grant is finally 
coming to fruition though not in the same way as originally planned. But it will be a worthwhile for 
some of our pastors. I’ve asked Pastor Tammy Bull to spearhead this faith formation opportunity which 
will invite no more than 10 of our pastors into a zoom group that will meet 12 times to do some in-depth 
spiritual leadership formation. Here is what she writes: “Contemplative Action for Thriving Leaders is 
an opportunity for pastoral leaders to strengthen key leadership skills and learn new ones with the goal 
of preventing and/or healing the “burnout” many of us experience.”    

ELCA Churchwide. Because of Covid-19, a lot of the churchwide events and activities planned for 
summer and fall have been cancelled. The rostered leaders gathering, the 50th celebration of women’s 
ordination, the Conference of Bishops gathering and my trip to Switzerland/Germany have all been 
cancelled or being reinvented using technology. Many synods either postponed or cancelled their 
assemblies, though a couple managed to do it online in fairly effective ways. However, the bishops, the 
DEM’s and other groups continue to meet via technology to do the work of the wider church. Some 
work concerns engaging in adaptive change and leadership of the whole ELCA. We’ll see where that 
leads. In some ways, I have connected more with my fellow bishops, especially in Reg 1 and 2, than had 
Covid-19 not happened. 

Thank you! Finally I want to thank you the synod council, the synod staff and all of those who 
have helped guide us through the initial stages of this crisis. Being able to have zoom meetings with the 
council and EC during this time as tough decisions had to made has been a blessing and having the 
support, guidance, love of the staff is the best gift that a new bishop thrown into a chaotic situation could 
receive.  

May God bless us all as we transition through the changes into the transformation that God is 
calling us toward. Bishop Laurie 


